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Content Acceleration is one of the products researched and developed independently by CDNetworks.
Through the acceleration node and CDNetworks proprietary transmission technology deployed on the Internet,
Content Acceleration is dedicated to solving slow access speed and low access availability of various websites
or APP static content (such as text, pictures, webpages, short videos, etc.) in the complex and changeable
network environment. It will speed up the transmission rate between the user and the accessed resources
and significantly improve page performance and user experience, and also greatly reduce back-to-origin visits,
ensure the stability of origin, and improve the availability of website.
Content Acceleration is one of the CDNetworks CDN “Super Star” products, and the technologies involved such
as webpage intelligent transmission and webpage data distribution have obtained a number of technology
patents.

Product & Current Status of Industry &
Challenges
With its exponential growth around the globe, the Internet has become an indispensable part of daily life.
According to Situation of the World Internet Development, up to June 2017, the total number of Internet users
worldwide reached 3.89 billion, and the Internet penetration rate reached 51.7%. On average, each user spends
26.5 hours online each week.
The development of the Internet is transforming our lives by changing the ways of accessing information,
business transaction, exchange and communication, as well as online entertainment. At the same time, the
growth of network resources is more eruptive. Nowadays, almost all the enterprises have built their own
websites for daily operation. There are more and more types of mobile APPs, showing a diversification trend.
Faced with the increasingly fierce competition in the Internet market, web developers must attach importance
to page load speed and user experience in order to gain advantage in the competition.
Increased Requirements for Internet User Experience
Although there is a so-called 8-second rule for opening a webpage, users have various levels of patience. As
surveys indicate, if a webpage takes longer than 4 seconds to load, the churn rate can reach 25%. A 1-second
delay or 3-second waiting can decrease customer satisfaction by 16%. Especially as Internet users become more
informed, they will have even higher requirements for user experience and at this point, website load speed
becomes a key factor in website revenue.
Increasingly Massive Overall Website Resources
Today’s website content has evolved from the traditional combination of text and low-resolution images to
high-resolution images mixed with rich media, making the overall website resources increasingly massive. In this
rapidly growing Internet era, users expect richer website content as well as faster access speed. For websites,
such conflicting requirements are inevitable. The fast growth of websites is also accompanied by many potential
risks, such as security issues and difficulty in expanding underlying site resources.
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More Important Mobile APP Experience
Apart from using desktop computers and laptops to surf the Internet, more and more netizens access the
Internet through mobile phones and tablets. Mobile terminal becomes a vital device for relaxation and Internet
surfing, featured with entertainment and convenience. For example, up to June 2017, the number of mobile
Internet users in China reached 724 million, and mobile Internet users accounted for 96.3% of all the netizens.
There are various kinds of mobile terminal devices and also increasingly rich mobile APP types. In order to
improve user stickiness, Internet companies need to attach great importance to the user experience of mobile
Internet users, especially user experience for APP, including key sections such as loading and updating of
installation package, loading of mobile page resource, etc.
Network Congestion During Cross-border Access
Slow cross-border access, along with the fast expansion of Internet user-base and website resources, the
already complex network is becoming even more congested and problems such as packet loss, latency and
network security are more unpredictable.

Product Introduction
Brief
Through its most powerful network distribution system in the CDN industry, Content Acceleration distributes
static content of customer websites, such as texts, images and webpages to CDNetworks nodes and enables
each user to swiftly and reliably access optimal resources with smart scheduling and edge caching, thus
doubling visiting access speed and significantly reducing pressure on origin site.
This product essentially eliminates access problems for end users and brings the following benefits to the site
owner:
• Improve user access experience, page load speed and access availability;
• Maintain origin stability, greatly reduce back-to-origin visits, readily handle bandwidth surge, and guarantee
high-quality service;
• Guarantee the reliability of data transmission and enhance the security of content delivery
• Improve page performance and conversion rate;
• Accurate, complete and timely log, as well as professional data statistics and analysis for understanding
business status;
• Provide many API interface applications and support customized API development, fully meeting varied
customer demands.

Application Scope
Content Acceleration can serve website application users from all industries needing acceleration and it can
achieve better results for websites with larger percentages of static content, such as portals, e-commerce sites,
gaming, news and UGC. In addition, it can also accelerate the static resources of various types of APPs.
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Technical Architecture
Content Acceleration builds upon the CDN acceleration platform, composed of network nodes deployed around
the globe to establish a three-layer service architecture which includes global control center, content center
and service nodes- therefore providing customers’ websites with rapid, stable and safe webpage content
acceleration. The platform is architected as follows:

Acceleration Principle
The acceleration provided by the product can be divided into two processes (traffic forwarding and webpage
acceleration):
Traffic Forwarding Strategy
Usually the product will forward users to visit CDN with DNS strategy, i.e. when a user visits the website, the
website will CNAME the domain to be accelerated to a domain accelerated by CDNetworks and the CDNetworks
load-balancing system will return the IP to the optimized accelerated node, according to the predefined strategy,
forwarding the visit to the service node accelerated by CDNetworks.
Acceleration Principle
The caching of webpage content is triggered by the first access from a client. When content is accessed for the
5
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first time, it has not been cached on the acceleration node and the node will obtain webpages from the origin,
and then provide them to the end user while caching the files on this node for later access by other users.
Content acceleration is realized in three steps, as indicated in the following figure:

Step 1: The webpage user requests local DNS to resolve the domain of a customer website and this domain gets
CNAMed to CDNetworks global load balancing system.
Step 2: The CDNetworks global load balancing system will automatically direct it to the best suited CDNetworks
CDN edge node on the basis of the origin information of user DNS and then return the IP of the edge node to
the user, as shown in figures 2, 3 and 4.
Step 3: User sends a request to this edge node and if the requested content does not exist at this node, the
node will obtain the content from the customer’s origin server through CDNetworks’ intermediate source and
return the content to the user, while caching it at CDNetworks’ intermediate source and the edge node, as
shown in figures 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10.

Product Features
Fast Delivery
Content Acceleration effectively avoids network congestion and achieves quick response to accessed content
owing to smart scheduling and cache updating. It also supports full link HTTP 2.0, providing user with an
ultimate access experience.
Smart Scheduling
Smart scheduling mainly features proximate access and automatic fault recovery.
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Proximate Access
CDNetworks global load balancing system allows the content acceleration platform to select the optimal node
for acceleration service based on the performance of each node, improving user experience and access speed.
Automatic Fault Recovery
The content acceleration platform can monitor service status of the node in real time and in the course of
scheduling, intelligently determine faulty node(s) and automatically switch and schedule traffic to execute higher
website operating efficiency.

Cache Updating
For those webpage files cached at acceleration nodes, the content acceleration platform provides two ways to
update the data cached at acceleration nodes: passive updating and proactive updating.
Passive Updating
Passive updating is triggered by user request. If the cache of the requested file expires at the node, the node
and origin site will jointly determine if the cache is updated. If it is already updated, the node will directly
respond to the user request and refresh the caching time. If it is not updated, the node will obtain the up-todate file from the origin site and respond with this file while caching it locally, ensuring that user can timely
access the latest content.
Proactive Updating
For customer who frequently updates, the files or directories cached at node servers around the country will be
promptly updated in a forced manner by using CDNetworks API or through the content management interface,
so that content will be immediately updated to the entire network in order to avoid the traffic surge caused by
large amounts of return-to-origin visits after updating.
HTTP 2.0 Protocol Support
HTTP 2.0 (Hypertext Transfer Protocol 2.0) is a new generation of Internet HTTP protocol that provides special
features such as multiplexing, HTTP header compression, request priority adjustment, and server push.
CDNetworks takes the lead to develop and support HTTP 2.0, which will realize full ink acceleration optimization,
multiple application modes, server push and customizable customer service, effectively improving access speed
and greatly reducing pressure on server. A more secure cipher suite adopted by HTTP 2.0 better guarantees the
website security.
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Full Link Acceleration Optimization
Relying on the CDNetworks HTTP 2.0 acceleration platform, performance of the corresponding hardware
is optimized, and time consumption of SSL handshake and data processing is greatly reduced, dramatically
improving the overall service efficiency and website access speed. The comparison in an internal experiment
demonstrates: using Chrome browser to access HTTP 1.1 and HTTP 2.0 sites will improve the average
performance of HTTP 2.0 by more than 60%.
Multiple Application Modes
Support full link HTTP 2.0; support ALPN and NPN; support both HTTP and HTTPS.
Effective Server Push
Server push allows server to send the extra resources together, which reduces the total load time. Smart
machine learning helps accurately analyze the content pushed by server, which greatly improves server push
efficiency and WEB performance.
Customizable Service
Based on the customer website architecture and API action, evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of each
HTTP 2.0 feature, customize the most suitable HTTP 2.0 acceleration solution for customer, and provide data
analysis report.

Origin Reinforcement
Origin Cloaking
After using CDNetworks CDN, the website service uses the IP of CDNetworks CDN node as the egress IP, so the
origin site can be effectively concealed and the series of security issues caused by the origin site exposure can
be avoided.
Website Origin Backup
Origin backup service provides the software and hardware needed for building a backup for the website,
where data synchronization can be automated or the backup can actively synchronize itself to the master. The
administrator can also conduct daily operations at the backend of CDNetworks Backup Management. This
backup can seamlessly connect to other products from CDNetworks to ensure that the website will still provide
services after the master origin fails, thus improving the origin site’s overall availability.
Origin Site Load Balancing
When a website has multiple origins, they can be configured as multiple origin servers for load-balancing and
fault detection. This capability can support a range of back-to-origin strategies and can balance the load of origin
sites depending on the capability of customer origin, and timely identify and remove malfunctioning origin, thus
improving the overall availability of the website.
Instant Disaster Recovery
If the origin site fails, some users may become unable to access the website and they will eventually be lost,
causing unnecessary losses to the customer. To avoid such a scenario, the content acceleration system will stop
connection with the malfunctioning origin in time and automatically switch to backup origin to make services
available, with no time delay affecting access by any end users.
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Sequential Back-to-origin
When an upsurge of visits occurs and user connections to the origin site reach its maximum loading capacity,
sequential return-To-Origin can queue user visits according to assigned service strategy in order to prevent the
origin site from crashing due to excessive user visits, and ensure the maximum availability of the website under
heavy access pressures.
Origin Site Monitoring
For websites with stringent requirements for uninterrupted services, the running state of the origin site must
be made visible in real time to timely identify faults and report warnings. Origin site monitoring is mainly
applied to the channels accelerated for customers and is capable of monitoring customer origin site from four
levels including origin site device exception monitoring, network condition exception monitoring, HTTP service
exception monitoring and DNS exception monitoring, with warnings via email and SMS.

Security and Protection
Anti-hotlinking
CDNetworks anti-hotlinking control technology can effectively protect a website’s content and resources from
being stolen by other websites or users. This technology supports anti-hotlinking, based upon specific domain
names, and also supports the authentication of the verification information contained in encrypted URL to
determine the legitimacy of the request.
Anti-tampering
HTTP protocol is a common transport protocol used between websites, and this protocol is also used between
origin sites and the CDN network. As data is transmitted under HTTP protocol in clear text, during transmission,
webpages are exposed to tampering risks, which lets the end user visit irregular pages. To prevent the content
transmitted between origin site and the CDN network from being tampered with, CDNetworks adopts a security
strategy that safeguards the transmission within the CDN network by leveraging internal verification and
encryption.
Anti-hijacking
CDNetworks has developed different hijacking prevention and handling solutions for varied scenarios. For
content hijacking, the most common type of hijacking, CDNetworks prevents and handles hijacking with
its unique URL encryption, smart routing and HTTPS certificate encryption; as for hijacking at DNS layer, it
uses HTTP DNS to bypass resolution. In addition, CDNetworks also leverages its long-standing relations with
operators to establish a dedicated network team responsible for communicating and handling hijacking events.
CDNetworks’ hijacking prevention program can significantly reduce the probability of hijacking, prevent the
content of small operators from being hijacked and shorten the process of handling feedback regarding
hijacking. It has also developed various solutions that suit different types of customers, depending on the level
of cooperation with customer’s origin site.
Block Malicious Requests
This function is used to block visits with malicious requests and can flexibly and intelligently identify and block
the request made by the user to maliciously consume website resources according to visiting behavior and
frequency of back-to-origin visits, thus maximizing the utilization of origin site resources.
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Anti-attack
Some websites are easy targets for attacks and consequently, the origin site may become slow or even
collapse under heavy attack pressure, severely affecting user experience. The anti-attack service provided by
CDNetworks can identify malicious users and constrain their behavior in order to reinforce services from origin
site.

User Experience Improvement
With the rapid development of the Internet, the scale and structure of netizens are constantly changing. At the
same time, Internet development has also increased the popularity of smart devices for mobile terminals, and
there are more and more types of smart hardware for netizens. The diversification of netizen structure and
device type have placed higher demands on website’s business services. Website owners need to provide more
fine-grained services to improve user experience and reduce churn, thus improving the business conversion
rate. In response to the user experience optimization demand, the content acceleration platform has rolled out
the following features to help website owners improve their page performance.
Image Processing
With diversified mobile terminal devices and complex mobile networks, mobile terminals differ from each
other in screen size, resolution, processing capability, network accessing methods and mobile network stability
requirements, all of which may influence terminal user experience. In addition, the traffic rates of terminal
users shall also be taken into account due to high tariffs, therefore creating a multitude of challenges for mobile
internet service providers.
CDNetworks Image Processing provides CDNetworks CDN acceleration users with smart adaptation of image
size and quality in order to meet the personal requirements of terminal users’ environments, as well as offer
users the following benefits:
• Addressing of issues such as page blocking, slow load speed and delayed rendering for accelerated website
access and improved user experience;
• Reduction of origin site computation pressures and significant decrease in origin site investment;
• Decrease of 50% to 90% in customer origin site traffic by reducing back-to-origin visits.
Regional Content Adaptation
Due to differences in environment and life experience, different users expect different content from the
website, website needs to provide content corresponding to the user’s access preferences. Regional content
adaptation is an access optimization function independently developed by CDNetworks. This function can
intelligently identify user’s demand for content based on basic access information such as end user’s area,
specific user identity and specific access time when the edge node receives the end user’s access request. It
provides different content services for users with different characteristics, effectively improving the user access
experience.
FEO Optimization
FEO or Front-End Optimization is rarely utilized by most websites, or not being used optimally. As a result,
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terminal users may experience problems like page blocking, slow load speed and delayed rendering caused by
issues pertaining to page structure, page elements and element requesting sequence, severely degrading user
experience and damaging the interests of website owner.
For customers using CDNetworks CDN acceleration, CDNetworks FEO can optimize front-end performance at
CDN layer, including page optimization detection, FEO image optimization, FEO text optimization and FEO fullpage optimization.
After using CDNetworks FEO to optimize website front-end performance, while ensuring the consistency of
pages visible to users, the webpage content will be adjusted and optimized to enhance user experience, thus
improving page conversion rate and user engagement, as well as increasing the operating efficiency and
reducing the operating costs of the origin site.
Weak Network Acceleration
With the rapid development of domestic mobile terminals, users are more prone to intermittent use of mobile
APP in subway, bus, elevator, underground garage and other scenarios. Under such weak network condition,
wireless network communication is greatly affected by the environment, service quality is not stable, and
problems arising from the condition such as long response time of first packet, network connection failure and
high packet loss ratio will seriously affect the user access experience.
Aiming at these pain points in weak network, CDNetworks has achieved transmission optimization and request
optimization with the following effects:
• Proprietary mobile network optimization protocol that can improve data transmission efficiency of mobile
network by 30%;
• A process that previously took several requests and responses to complete can now be achieved with one
request and one response, saving the time spent by users on a series of waits to establish connection and
server response.
• Improved transmission efficiency for response to request and ultimately improved user experience
Offline Mode
When any emergencies occur at the origin site, such as server failure, network outage and attack, the origin
site will be unable to synchronize data to the CDNetworks node. Under such circumstances, CDNetworks will
continue to provide users with previously cached content and to great extent reduce unexpected customer loss
and enhance customer experience.
At the same time, when the service of the origin site resumes, the content acceleration node connects to the
origin site at the earliest opportunity and immediately update the cached content upon next user visit.
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Product Value
Improve Responsiveness and Availability
Expected Results
After using the CDNetworks acceleration product, website responsiveness will improve by various degrees,
usually over 90%. In addition, CDNetworks’ rich resources around the globe can ensure that websites will receive
stable and highly-efficient services.
Acceleration Case 1
This is a web-gaming site with leading PV and strong influence, and it is faced with the following problems:
• Rich website content causing slow page loading and data latency unbearable for players;
• Imbalance in player distribution leading to numerous issues related to cross-border access;
• Regular events causing traffic surges that bring pressures to origin site and increase operating costs.
The following figure depicts the benchmarking results of customer’s website, before and after using
CDNetworks content acceleration services:

Reduce Origin Pressure
Expected Results
The reduction of back-to-origin visits varies with website hotspots, and the content acceleration platform can
effectively control back-to-origin visits to the customer’s origin site by adding an intermediate caching cluster
between CDNetworks’ edge cluster and the customer’s origin site. For a website with highly concentrated
hotspots, the percentage of back-to-origin visits can be maintained within 5% and in optimal scenarios, 1%.
12
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Acceleration Case 2
The customer is a well-known e-commerce platform with more than 100 million registered users and extremely
high user stickiness. The website is faced with the following challenges:
• Regular promotion causes traffic surge, and brings high operating risk to origin site
• There are a lot of co-branding merchants and their daily content updates attract user’s attention, causing
tremendous pressure on origin site
• Slow cross-border access
With the CDNetworks content acceleration service, most files are cached at CDN edge nodes or secondary
cache nodes, significantly lowering visit pressure faced by origin site. As shown in the following figure, the origin
site only handles less than 1% of traffic, the rest being handled by nodes, and the platform has successfully
responded to a traffic surge that is more than three times as many as the daily average traffic.

Increase Traffic
Expected Results
Content Acceleration can improve a website’s responsiveness, successful visits rate and stability to attract more
visitors to some degree, thus improving its visiting traffic and PV ranking.
Acceleration Case 3
The customer is one of the top news platforms who accurately recommends interesting news for user. Its
business is faced with the following challenges:
• Due to the fiercely competitive industry, improving the website user volume hits a bottleneck.
• Hot news triggers traffic surge, and causes pressure on origin site.
• Slow load speed caused by rich page content results in customer churn.
Since being accelerated by CDNetworks content acceleration platform in August 2016, the customer bandwidth
has been increased by 517% within one year, and it has been continuing to grow steadily. The acceleration effect
is as follows:
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About CDNetworks
CDNetworks is a global content delivery network (CDN) with a fully integrated cloud solution, offering
unparalleled speed, security and reliability for the almost instant delivery of web content. Optimized for any
device, browser and network, we ensure all users have a fast and safe web experience - whether you’re serving
B2B or B2C customers, mobile employees or remote offices.
CDNetworks accelerates and secures websites and web applications over our strategically built network of
global PoPs in both established and emerging markets. We specialize in those parts of the world where keeping
a website accessible is most difficult: Mainland China, Russia, South East Asia and the Middle East.
No matter where you are and which device is being used, our in-country experts can advise you on licensing
requirements and regulations to deliver the best web experience to your users.
Since 2000, we have been providing our customers with exceptional customer services and support, thanks to
our team of dedicated tech engineers located across the globe. Businesses with an international web presence
trust CDNetworks to protect their websites, web applications and cloud services.
CDNetworks has offices located in the UK, France, Germany, US, South Korea, China, Japan, and Singapore.
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